Instruction for transfer passengers travelling to the Russian Federation, Armenia or Kazakhstan

1. After arriving to National Airport Minsk, an airport employee escorts you to the air terminal complex.
2. You are going to the passport control booths.
3. After passing the passport control, you need to claim your baggage if it was registered only to Minsk. If your baggage was registered to the final destination, proceed to step 4. of this Instruction.
4. Then you proceed with the customs control.
5. After passing the customs control, you get to the air terminal complex. In order to proceed with your next flight, you need to go to the third floor (using the elevator or escalators that are located in the hall).

6. If you have a boarding pass for your next flight and if you do not have baggage or it is registered to the final destination, you need to go to the security check point on the third floor (number 6 on the plan).

If your baggage is not registered for the next flight, you need to go the check-in desk on the third floor to register your baggage. After that, you need to go to the security check points (number 6 on the plan).
7. After passing security check, you get to the airside where you need to find your departure gate and wait for boarding.

**Please note**, that citizens of the third countries without transit visa to the Republic of Belarus need to get to the service area for transfer passengers on the second floor by stairs or elevator. At this point they need to pass verification of travel documents, pre-flight security check, customs control and then they need to get to the third floor to pass passport control named “TRANSFER: Armenia, Kazakhstan, Russia” and exit to the boarding gates №№ 10-13.